Child Sacrifice
Open your mouth for the speechless, in the cause of all who are appointed
to die. Open your mouth, judge righteously, and plead the cause of the poor
and needy. Prov 31:8-9

God cares for children
Jesus proved this
Jesus said, ‘Let the little children come to Me, and do not forbid them; for of
such is the kingdom of heaven’. Matt 19:14 [Also Mk 10:14 and Luke 18:16.]
Whoever receives one of these little children in My name receives Me; and
whoever receives Me, receives not Me but Him who sent Me. Mk 9:37
God’s covenantal promise is intended to reach to children
I will establish My covenant between Me and you and your descendants
after you in their generations, for an everlasting covenant, to be God to you
and your descendants after you. Gen 17:7
I will give them one heart and one way, that they may fear Me forever, for
the good of them and their children after them. Jer 32:39
Then they shall dwell in the land that I have given to Jacob My servant,
where your fathers dwelt; and they shall dwell there, they, their children,
and their children's children, forever; and My servant David shall be their
prince forever. Ezek 37:25
And it shall come to pass afterward that I will pour out My Spirit on all flesh;
your sons and your daughters. Joel 2:28
For the promise is to you and to your children. Acts 2:39

Introduction
I have written many times on how the Elite cabal targets children in various evil ways. This
is because their war against God takes aim at what God holds dear and what God demands
we cherish, children being high on that list.
Throughout history the evil cabal controlling world forces under Satan have committed
serious crimes against children including sexual abuse, torture, murder and satanic ritual
killing. This should be well understood by now. However, in this paper I wish to examine
how recent world events are continuing with the practice of the sacrifice of children. It is
happening right under our noses and the mass of people are simply ignorant, even when
they send their kids to school and university to be psychologically abused.
First some background
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Historic child sacrifice
It is shocking that cultures from ancient times practised the sacrifice of children as part of
a ritual worship of demons (idols represent demons). This is because demons inspire this
work and thrive on the pain and suffering of innocent victims. God punishes the wicked for
their evil deeds; therefore demons seek to kill the youngest in society that have not yet
been able to express evil in external ways.1 This is a reversal of the principles of social
justice and also an attack on the object of God’s affection.
OT Israelites
The best example of child sacrifice in the ancient world is the data that we have in the OT
which describes the capitulation of the Jews to the wicked practices of foreign religions like
Baal / Molech worship. This needs little discussion as I have written on it many times. The
offering of babies and infants to be roasted alive on a brass image of the bull-headed
Molech (or tipped into a fire pit below) is one reason why God rejected his people and put
them under judgment. I will simply add some Biblical texts.
And you shall not let any of your descendants pass through the fire to
Molech, nor shall you profane the name of your God: I am the LORD. Lev
18:21
Whoever of the children of Israel, or of the strangers who dwell in Israel,
who gives any of his descendants to Molech, he shall surely be put to death.
Lev 20:2
Then Solomon built a high place for Chemosh the abomination of Moab, on
the hill that is east of Jerusalem, and for Molech the abomination of the
people of Ammon. And he did likewise for all his foreign wives, who burned
incense and sacrificed to their gods. 1 Kg 11:7-8
He [Ahaz] made his son pass through the fire, according to the
abominations of the nations whom the LORD had cast out from before the
children of Israel. 1 Kg 16:3
And they [Israel[ caused their sons and daughters to pass through the fire,
practised witchcraft and soothsaying, and sold themselves to do evil in the
sight of the LORD, to provoke Him to anger. 2 Kg 17:17
They built the high places of Baal which are in the Valley of the Son of
Hinnom, to cause their sons and their daughters to pass through the fire to
Molech. Jer 32:35
You have slain My children and offered them up to them by causing them to
pass through the fire? Ezek 16:21
I pronounced them unclean because of their ritual gifts, in that they caused
all their firstborn to pass through the fire, that I might make them desolate
and that they might know that I am the LORD. Ezek 20:26
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I am not talking theologically about Total Depravity here but of behaviour.
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‘For when you offer your gifts and make your sons pass through the fire,
you defile yourselves with all your idols, even to this day. So shall I be
inquired of by you, O house of Israel? As I live,’ says the Lord GOD, ‘I will not
be inquired of by you’. Ezek 20:31
Note some information we gather from just these texts (there are more).
 This sacrifice cuts off a line of a person’s descendants.
 It profanes the name of God.
 The sentence for this guilt is death.
 It is an offering to an abomination [a detestable thing or idol, abominable thing, abomination].
 It is a practice of the Canaanites that God had cast out of the area in judgment.
 It is akin to witchcraft.
 It is evil.
 It incites the anger of God.
 It makes a person unclean and defiled before God.
 It results in desolation.
 It was offered to multiple idols: e.g. Baal (the chief god of the Phoenicians), Molech (the
national god of the Ammonites), Chemosh (the fish god of the Moabites).
Constituent practices
‘PASS THROUGH THE FIRE’
Exactly what this comprised is debated. However, it was most likely a pre-ritual to the
actual sacrifice that represented a cleansing or a baptism to ensure purity of the offering.
In some way the victim was passed through naked flames.
This may also have been to induce pain and terror. In many sacrificial cultures the offering
is enhanced if the victim is expressing pain and suffering.
Others suggest that the victim was symbolically passed between two fires to effect
purification, and then slaughtered.
Dionysius Halicarnass says, ‘And after this, having ordered that fires should be made before the
tents, he brings out the people to leap over the flames, for the purifying of their pollutions’. 2 This
shows that passing through the fire does not always mean being entirely burned. It appears
to have been a rite of consecration.
ROASTING ON THE IDOL
In Moloch (Molech) worship the victim was placed on the open hand of an outstretched
arm of a bronze idol comprising a human figure with a bull’s head (in Greek a Minotaur).
The idol was heated up with ovens in the base and the victim was effectively slow roasted.
FIRE PITS
In some cases there was a fire pit below the bull-headed idol and the victim was thrown
into this after a ritual.
SYMBOLIC PURIFICATION?
Keil and Delitzsch suggest that in earlier times the idol worship of the Israelites only
included a symbolic passing through the fire of children, that is putting them between two

2 Dionysius Halicarnass.

Ant. Romans lib. i., s. 88, p. 72, and marg. p. 75, Edit. Hudson.
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fires as a symbolic gesture of purification without slaying. But from the reign of Ahaz this
changed into children being burned to death as a sacrifice to Molech.
Canaanites
As the OT explains, the Israelites adopted the occult practices of Canaanite tribes that
included child sacrifice (including Carthage, a Phoenician outpost – the root of many
current Elite figures). Such offerings were common amongst the Canaanites involving
appeasing several different gods. This is not only identified in the Bible but also in many
secular sources, including Diodorus Siculus [1st century BC], who describes hundreds of
children being offered up at one time. Other writers include: Plutarch [c.46–126], Philo [c.20
BC-c.50 AD], Plato [c.429–c.347 BC], Theophrastus [c.370–c.287 BC] and Sophocles [c.496–406
BC]. Christian writers, such as Tertullian [c.160–c.240] also record this.
Later Jewish practices
I have explained this many times giving details and sources. I will just say that throughout
history Jews have been accused of the ritual murder of children on the Passover and some
were executed for this, leading to Jews being banished from multiple European nations.
Cases of ritual murder arose as far apart as England and Russia. Court cases established
evidence for specific murders and even Jewish historians (e.g. Ariel Toaff) have detailed
historic examples of this in academic works.
Mexico
Aztecs
The Mexican Aztecs are famed for practising human sacrifice, probably as a fertility cult to
satisfy gods. The Franciscan missionary to Mexico Bernadino de Sahagun [1499-1590] agrees
with me on this.
The offerings were usually of enemies that had been captured and children were not
specifically targeted but were victims of circumstance. Archaeologists have found remains
of children thought to be sacrificed to the god Tlaloc, and others, near a pyramid.
Central America
Maya
An American Indian people of Yucatán and Central America.
These people also practised child sacrifice to appease the gods. It is believed that parents
offered up their children in the belief that they continued to exist. This is confirmed by art
works depicting the sacrifice.
South America
Incas
The pre-Columbian Indian people of western South America. They comprised Quechuaspeaking tribes around Cuzco.
The Incas sacrificed children in a ritual called qhapaq hucha. Bodies of victims have been
discovered since 1995.
Moche
The Moche culture of northern Peru sacrificed boys. Archaeologists have found their
remains.
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Timoto-Cuica
An indigenous people of western Venezuela comprising of two tribes, the Timote and the
Cuica living in the Andes. Other smaller tribes (such as the Mucuchíes and Tabayes) were
also included in the federation.
These sacrificed children to the Andean goddess Icaque in Merida.
Druids?
It has been alleged that the Celtic druids sacrificed children to tree gods (especially oak)
but there is no evidence for this. People refer to the severed head skulls left in piles in
places like Colchester. Firstly, these are chiefly adults. Secondly, they are reprisal
executions after a bloody battle. The executions may have involved a sacrificial ritual; no
one knows (the Celts did not leave a written history but relied upon oral tradition). 3
Essentially the skulls are evidence of executions in warfare.
Witchcraft
Witchcraft has a long history of the sacrifice of babies to empower spells. I have explained
this in other papers. Aleister Crowley taught that the sacrifice of a baby was a powerful
means to empower incantations.
European witches sacrificed many animals in consecration to the worship of the Devil,
whom they considered to be God. The animals increased in value according to
specifications, such as size and cost. The most valuable sacrifice would be an unbaptised
human baby due to its innocence and human value. According to Reginald Scot 4 [c.15381599] ‘They sacrifice their own children to the devil before baptism, holding them up in the air to
him, and thrust a needle into their brains … and they burn their children when they have sacrificed
them’.5

Scot says that the flesh of the victim was boiled and consumed by the witches for two
purposes: 1) to make magical ointments; 2) used for drinking in rituals. The gang of Paris
witches put on trial [1679-81] stated that they distilled the entrails of the sacrificed after a
black mass.
Evidence from witches in murder trials throughout Europe, and as far as Scotland, given
without torture and sometimes with torture, reveals that slaying of children, or using dead
bodies of children, was commonplace in casting spells for various intents. Sinistrari
d’Ameno6 affirmed that every fortnight, or at least every month, every witch must kill a
child.7 In some cases the child was killed by poison, or drugs used to pacify and sedate the
victim for killing.
This is not surprising, given that Satan seeks to kill children in defiance of God, that people
given to worship him are most likely to follow him.
Witchcraft in Africa, and the practice of child sacrifice, has been prevalent for centuries. In
South Africa, children are still murdered by witches to create muti to use in rituals. Ritual
killings also continue in Uganda.
3 This also

means that we cannot trust histories written by their enemies, such as Julius Caesar.
An English MP and author from Smeeth near Ashford, Kent. His book, the Discovery of Witches was
written to prove that witches did not exist. Feats of magic were really conjuring.
5 A discovery of witchcraft, Book 111, ch 1, Ed 1584.
6 Ludovico Maria Sinistrari of Ameno, Italy [1622-1701]. A Franciscan priest and author.
7 Sinistrari, Demonialty, p27. See also Discovery, op. cit. ch, 2. Quoted from MA Murray, ‘Child-sacrifice
among European witches’.
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Summary
Without further analysis we can see that there has been a long history of sacrificing infants
and children to demonic forces, via idol proxies, 8 as part of some religious ritual. In most
cases it was to ensure fertility but sometimes to appease a god for some catastrophe or
avert drought.
Many cultures developed a religion devoted to demon (idol) worship and this led to child
sacrifice. Demons like killing children.

8

Rev 9:20, ‘They should not worship demons, and idols of gold, silver, brass, stone, and wood, which can
neither see nor hear nor walk.’
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The spiritual basis of the Elite
I have explained many times that the global Elite people in control of the world are
Luciferians and Satanists. Satan is working to an end time plan, allowed by God, to bring
humanity under his headship in a final expression of the fulness of sin in the world. When
this is completed, the Lord Jesus returns in glory and judges the Devil and humanity and
the world is destroyed to be remade for resurrected people.
This final expression of sin turns the world into Babylon, the haunt of demons and
witchcraft.9 This is what the Elite globalists are working towards to serve their master
Satan.
Now we have established that abusing children and child sacrifice is a recurring theme of
satanic worship throughout history. Thus it should be no surprise that the Elite today
target children in specific attacks to harm them and even kill them. This is part of their
spiritual ethos.
The Elite, under Satan, seek to reverse all the principles of God in the world that have been
built up by ‘Christian’ societies for centuries. This is why society is being dismantled in
front of our eyes. It is an attack on God centred upon divine principles in the world.
Key targets in this attack to reverse the things of God are the Christian church, the apple of
God’s eye, and children – because such are the kingdom of heaven.10
Satanists do not love children, they see them as pawns that they can abuse. Therefore it is
not surprising that many of the recent strategies of the Elite to dismantle the world have
centred on causing great harm to children. Rulers dominated by Satan have always killed
children:
Then Herod, when he saw that he was deceived by the wise men, was
exceedingly angry; and he sent forth and put to death all the male children
who were in Bethlehem and in all its districts, from two years old and
under, according to the time which he had determined from the wise men.
Then was fulfilled what was spoken by Jeremiah the prophet, saying: ‘a voice
was heard in Ramah, Lamentation, weeping, and great mourning, Rachel
weeping for her children, refusing to be comforted, because they are no
more’. Matt 2:16-18
Their feet run to evil, and they make haste to shed innocent blood. Isa 59:7
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Rev 18:2, ‘And he cried mightily with a loud voice, saying, "Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and has
become a dwelling place of demons, a prison for every foul spirit, and a cage for every unclean and hated
bird!”’
10 Matt 19:14, ‘But Jesus said, “Let the little children come to Me, and do not forbid them; for of such is the
kingdom of heaven.”’
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Abortion
It is estimated that 40-50 million babies are killed every year in abortions.11 The WHO
states that there are 125,000 abortions every day. 40% of American pregnancies are
terminated (3,000 per day).
This is nothing but a sacrifice of infants. Why was abortion legalised and made available so
easily (even without parental consent)? It was not for medical reasons; necessary abortions
were always available for medical necessity. It was to legalise the killing of babies.
As time went on the legality of abortion got later and later into the pregnancy. Today, there
are calls for even newborn babies to be killed if they are not wanted. It is a fact that already
some babies have been born outside the womb and are given to medical experimentation
and used for vaccine parts; especially kidneys to make HEK 12 cell-lines. This is openly
admitted by scientists involved and has been recorded in court proceedings. How many
people would accept a vaccine that contained cells from murdered baby? Yet virtually
everyone that has been vaccinated has. Any vaccine containing HEK types either refers to a
murdered baby or an aborted baby.
The huge levels of abortions represent a sacrifice of babies to human convenience and
selfish choice.

Satanic ritual murder
Despite the efforts of the establishment to cover this up, there are continual reports of
child ritual murder for occult purposes in America, Canada Britain, the EU and Australia.
Would-be victims that have escaped have told of the murder of other kidnapped children,
sometimes in a ritual, at other times in a hunt. For example, victims have alleged that
children are hunted and murdered by VIPs and aristocrats in a Belgian private forest,
naming names (that include Bilderbergers).
There have been multiple allegations against royals, aristocrats and VIP perpetrators of
these crimes. Often the non-connected escapee victims across the world mention the same
names. These are people identified as being of high rank in the global Elite.
Children that report satanic abuse and murder are quickly stifled by the authorities and
cover stories are put in place. This has happened time after time; especially when highlevel dignitaries are involved.
Evidence is hard to establish because only the testimony of a victim is available. These
people are obviously traumatised and psychologically damaged and their testimony is
usually thrown out for being untrustworthy. Often victims find themselves being treated as
criminals telling lies because the perpetrators are VIPs.
How many victims complained about Jimmy Savile when nothing was done? His crimes
began in the mid-50s and were well known locally. It was said in Leeds in the 50s that he
would either become a star or would be imprisoned for ‘kiddy-fiddling’. Despite his
predilections being well known, the BBC put him in charge of its flagship children’s TV
11

Exposing Satanism and witchcraft, Jon Watkins, child sacrifice, 1 June 2019. Worldometer, ‘Abortions
worldwide this year’.
12 Human embryonic kidneys.
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programme, Jim’ll Fix It on prime time scheduling. Despite BBC staff knowing full well
what was going on, senior managers treated Savile as their top presenter. We could add
that Savile was also a mentor to Prince Charles, a friend of the Duke of Edinburgh, a friend
of many chief constables, had connections to the IRA, was supported by Freemasons and
was a regular dinner guest at Margaret Thatcher’s home. Savile was a friend to the top UK
Elite despite being a child abuser, a child trafficker, complicit in child murder and a
necrophiliac.
Government report: satanic child abuse does exist
In 2000 a specially commissioned government report stated that satanic abuse does take
place in Britain.13
These experts affirm that child victims have actually suffered abuse in satanic rituals and
that they are not suffering from ‘false memory syndrome’. Dr John Hale (director of the
Portman Clinic) and psychotherapist Valerie Sinason studied the experiences of 50
children. This followed a police investigation into the sexual abuse of up to 4,000 children
in care homes in Devon.
Ms Sinason went so far as to say that ‘some children are born for the purpose of abuse and are
not registered on birth certificates’.14 She added that many of the 126 ritual survivors she has
treated were tortured.
The report was welcomed by Dr Joan Coleman, a Surrey psychiatrist who has spent 14
years treating victims. She said, ‘A lot of children are born into satanic families who indulge in
this ritual abuse’.15
Evidence for ritual abuse
Despite the massive efforts of the establishment to cover up ritual child abuse (such as the
Tory 1994 report), the facts keep returning to haunt abusers. These include:
 The testimony of child victims.
 The physical evidence on the bodies of children.
 The testimony of adult victims who were ritually abused as a child.
 The repeated discovery of mutilated bodies that show signs of satanic abuse.
 The discovery of mass graves in the grounds of children’s establishments where ritual
abuse was claimed to occur.
 The discovery of partial remains buried in children’s establishments suggesting foul
play.
 The testimony of doctors and therapists who have studied the problem.
 The capturing of videos that demonstrate actual ritual abuse of children.
 The occasional testimony of an abuser.
 The testimony of whistleblowers.
Religious child abuse and murder
Cases of satanic religious abuse among faith groups in the UK are up one third according to
the Guardian.16 There were 2,000 cases in England alone in 2018. The highest numbers
are places of higher immigration such as Bradford, Leeds, and Lancashire, but also
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The Independent; Sophie Goodchild, ‘Satanic abuse not myth, say experts’, 30 April 2000.
Ibid.
15 Ibid.
16 The Guardian, ‘Witchcraft and black magic contribute to increase in child abuse’, 14 November 2019.
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Nottingham, Bristol and Southwark (a London borough). Councils are dealing with 38
cases a week.
Many cases involve occult sects but also Black Pentecostal churches where the idolatry of
Africa is brought into Christian churches (often involving claimed exorcisms). Some (not
all) Black pastors engage in violent exorcisms whereby victims are punched, slapped, and
worse in order to drive a demon out. There is also a history of White pastors engaging in
this abuse including Pentecostal heroes such as Smith Wigglesworth, who actually killed a
man.17
The death of Victoria Climbié, aged 8, is a case in point. She died as a result of occult ritual
abuse whereby she was tortured and killed by her own great aunt. There is no point listing
more such cases; sadly there are many.
This is not directly tied in with the global Elite but it shows how prevalent abuse of
children is in this society. Multiple organisations and establishment bodies had a chance to
save Victoria Climbié but they all failed through incompetence or turning a blind eye. A
court found them all wanting and demanded reform. How is it that a girl showing signs of
beatings and torture (even hair loss) was neglected so badly in this day and enlightened
age?
Actual satanic abuse and murder
Prevalence of this is hard to establish with certainty because the reports are always
countered, smeared, dismissed and overturned. A traumatised, frail victim trying to seek
justice has no chance when the full weight of the establishment is brought down upon
them and trashes their story.
The Savile case proves that victims are, at least, sometimes right. For decades allegations
against him were covered up by the police and powerful figures. The victims were right but
the cases were dismissed.
Multiple whistleblowers, including former police officers and social workers, also affirm
this. Every time they tried to bring light to investigations into paedophiles in the
establishment they were shut down by orders from very senior officers. The cover up
involves mandarins associated with the Freemason network.
In 2011 four people from Kidwelly, Camarthenshire were convicted of serious sex offences
which were accompanied by satanic rituals.18 The leader of the cult was Colin Batley who
exercised complete control over his followers. These people abused children for over ten
years, despite the social services being warned, who took no action. Batley’s house was
dressed up with paraphernalia to form a satanic altar, with draped cloth, candles, tanks of
snakes and satanic objects and symbols, in which to conduct black masses. The members
of the cult wore robes with hoods and upside-down crucifixes.
Ian Watkins was the singer of the ‘Lost Prophets’ band, who pleaded guilty in 2013 to 13
offences at Cardiff Crown Court, including attempting to rape an 11-month old baby.19 He
was sentenced to a 29-year term. His crimes went back as far as 2004. One criminologist,
Mark Williams-Thomas, stated that Watkins was on a par with Fred and Rose West. A
colleague of Watkins later testified to Watkin’s depravity that included Satanism.
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He punched a man so hard in the stomach that he died three days later.
The Telegraph; Damian Thompson, ‘The Satanist sex abuser and his followers’, 10 March 2011.
19 Wales Online; Ciaran Jones, ‘Ian Watkins: How Lost Prophets singer rejected women in their 20s as “too
old”’, 1 December 2013.
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There is little point in articulating reported case after case. I have looked at some of these
in previous papers (such as, ‘Suffer the little children’). All we can say here is that there are
repeated claims by victims all over the world that there is ritual child murder taking place
where the perpetrators are high-level people in the establishment and media. Some have
made claims that very famous celebrities are Satanist murderers.
Therapists in America state that over 200,000 survivors of SRA have reported such crimes
to their counsellors, with many stories corroborating each other despite no connection
between victims.20
The missing children
Every year millions of children go missing. Why is this not front-page news? Where do
these children go? Why is there not a crusade in every country to stop this?
The International Centre for Missing & Exploited Children works to prevent children being
abducted and abused. It shows that millions disappear every year world-wide. Over a
million disappear in Europe alone.
According to SafeAtLast ‘The truth about child abduction statistics in 2022’, we have these
figures:21
 Every year approx. 8 million children are reported missing worldwide.
 2,300 children are reported missing every day in the US.
 Strangers abduct less than 1% of missing children.
 In the US nearly 400,000 youths were abducted in 2020.
 Every two minutes a child is reported missing in Europe. Only one third were found by
the police.
Some children may reappear somewhere but get missed from statistics. Others are
returned home alive (the majority). However, a minority just vanish. Since they do not
return we must assume that they are dead. Either that or secreted in some child-slave
situation that we cannot penetrate. Of children abducted by strangers, the minority, 40%
are killed. One in six runaways are likely victims of child sex trafficking.
The disappeared children are a global scandal that should shock any decent person. Yet
ordinary people know nothing about this. Why is that? Could it be that the powers
controlling the media are the perpetrators that cover this up?22

Establishment sexual abuse of children
For details on this see my 75-page paper: ‘Suffer the little children’. For the scope of the
problem note:
In the UK, the United States, Germany, Switzerland and Australia, studies consistently
find that around 20% of women and around 8% of men suffered sexual abuse as
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Cultwatch (a Christian organisation); Bob and Gretchen Passantino, ‘The hard facts about Satanic ritual
abuse’. The article originally appeared in Christian Research Journal, Winter 1992. The article is sceptical
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21 Sources: Child Find America, Deutsche Welle, Global Missing Kids, ICMEC, Journalist Secure, Kid’s
Health, KREM, Missing Children, Missing Kids, MoCHIP, News 24, A-Reuters, SidmartinBio, Statista,
Q13fox, QZ.
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figures.
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children. In the current population of UK, that would cover 1.5 million girls and 520,000
boys, a figure that is consistent with the projection of 1.1 million offenders.23

Therefore, in the UK alone, based on actual abuse, over 2 million kids are sexually abused.
Since this was published by a mainstream newspaper, why is there not a national outcry?
Regarding circumstantial and hard evidence of paedophilia in the establishment we can list
the following as a sample:
 Cyril Smith (MP for Rochdale) – confirmed but not convicted paedophile.
 Edward Heath (Ex-Prime Minister) – confirmed but not convicted paedophile.
Barrister Michael Shrimpton gave interviews about Heath’s involvement in murder.24
 Kenneth Clarke (MP and Cabinet minister) – accused paedophile; evidence destroyed
by conspiracy.
 Peter Morrison (MP) – confirmed but not convicted paedophile.
 Graham Ovenden (world famous artist / photographer) – convicted paedophile.
 The Royal Courts of Justice – tolerated paedophile venue. Multiple boys have
complained that they have been abused in the toilets.
 Jimmy Savile – confirmed but not convicted paedophile.
 Peter Righton, a member of PIE, lectured at numerous colleges before he was
convicted. He even became a consultant in child care and the Director of Education at
the National Institute of Social Work in London, where he influenced government
policy.
 Robert Oliver and Sidney Cooke and their friends abducted, drugged, raped and killed
Jason Swift, Barry Lewes and Mark Tildesley. They were convicted of manslaughter.
 Margaret Hodge MP (nee Oppenheimer) is a multimillionaire whose family allegedly
made £300 million during WWII collaborating with Nazis. She has been constantly
linked to Care Home child sex abuse allegations and the subsequent cover up when she
was Head of Islington Council. Horrifyingly, Blair made her Minister For Children in
2003.
 Nicholas John Rabet was deputy superintendent of Islington council’s home at 114
Grosvenor Avenue. One Turkish boy was regularly taken from Islington to spend
weekends at Rabet’s house and then just disappeared. Rabet was eventually caught by
police in Thailand, where he had fled after the White Enquiry in Spring 2006 and
charged with abusing 30 boys as young as 6. The police believe he had abused as many
as 300.
 Police officer, Danny Bryant, was convicted of child sex abuse.25
The list of people accused of child sexual abuse in the establishment is very long. In some
cases the police had hard evidence (such as videotapes) which got lost by ‘accident’. Such
incompetence and cover-ups means that these cases never progress; so we cannot
absolutely say that this people were paedophiles. Nevertheless the case against them is
strong; but the police will not investigate.
PIE
The Paedophile Information Exchange (PIE) operated in the 1970s and was formed in
1974. It was supported by many politicians including Harriet Harman. One of the goals of
this group was to bring the age of consent down to 4-years old, or even eradicating the age
23
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of consent completely, and yet it managed to exist openly for ten years. PIE gained support
from professional bodies and academics, receiving invitations from student groups and
media news outlets. The Young Liberals (apart from its leader) openly supported PIE.
In the late 70s PIE was affiliated with the National Council for Civil Liberties, now Liberty.
In 1976, in a submission to the Criminal Law Revision Committee, the NCCL asserted that
‘childhood sexual experiences, willingly engaged in, with an adult result in no identifiable
damage’.26
The leaders of PIE openly stated that they were paedophiles (such as Keith Hose, the first
chairman). Amazingly, PIE received grants totalling £70,000 from the Home Office in
1980.
Things changed in the 80s. In 1982 Geoffrey Prime (a KGB spy and member of PIE) was
jailed for 32 years for passing on secrets and for sex attacks on young girls. A scoutmaster
resigned after being exposed as a member of PIE in 1983. A Scottish headmaster gave a
dossier on PIE to Scotland Yard after infiltrating the group. PIE chairman Tom O’Carroll
was jailed for two years for ‘conspiracy to corrupt public morals’ in 1982. However, the
NCCL (Liberty) continued to defend the group. As late as 1983 the NCCL was campaigning
to lower the age of consent to 14 and only excluded PIE during 1983. 27 In 1984 two former
leaders of PIE were convicted on child pornography charges, while other leaders fled the
country. PIE disbanded in 1984.28
Haut de la Garenne
Solicitor Allan Collins represents 42 abused Jersey children and says that many of them
identified Savile in investigations.29 Nearly two hundred victims have told terrible stories
of abuse, torture and murder carried on at this site. Other witnesses have identified senior
public figures involved in a paedophile ring that ran from there. Regular visitors at Haut de
la Garenne included Jimmy Savile and Edward Heath.
MP Tom Watson’s evidence
On 24 October 2012 Watson spoke at PM questions saying that a powerful paedophile
network may have operated in the UK with links to Parliament and Downing Street. He
said, ‘The evidence file used to convict paedophile Peter Righton, if it still exists, contains clear
intelligence of a widespread paedophile ring. … One of its members boasts of a link to a senior
aide of a former prime minister, who said he could smuggle indecent images of children from
abroad. The leads were not followed up.’30

Greystone Heath, Warrington
This was an approved school that had a number of paedophile staff who raped many
children. From there the abusers fanned out: Keith Laverack went to Cambridgeshire; Alan
Langshaw became Principal of St Vincent’s Catholic boy’s home in Formby; Dennis Grain
and Roy Shuttleworth were promoted to homes in Warrington; Steve Norris went to North
Wales. They continued their abuse at their new homes and connected with other
paedophiles.31
26

Wikipedia on PIE.
Shami Chakrabati, director of Liberty, issued an apology for the previous links with PIE in February 2014.
28 BBC News Magazine; ‘How did the pro-paedophile groups PIE exist openly for 10 years’, 27 February
2014.
29 21st Century Wire ‘Sir Jim’ll Fix it Alright’ 15 October 2012.
30 This can be found on YouTube.
31 The Guardian; Nick Davies, ‘The sheer scale of child sexual abuse in Britain’, April 1998.
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The BBC paedophile ring
Claims of institutional child abuse in the BBC have been raised by very many victims over
the years. Savile was not alone in his crimes. New victims went public after the Savile affair
claiming that the BBC had a, ‘very organised’ paedophile ring operating out of BBC HQ. 32
They claim they were abused by Savile and a number of other BBC staff. Liz Dux led a legal
team representing over 20 victims, and said, ‘The calls are coming in day by day, including
victims as well as witnesses who saw things take place’. Nine serving BBC employees are
under investigation for serious allegations.
One witness (Leisha Brookes) claims that she was, ‘abused repeatedly by up to 35 men
including Savile over a two year period whilst visiting the BBC HQ in White City, West London ’.33
She alleges that the abuse was co-ordinated by a BBC cameraman and occurred between
the ages of 9 and 11.
Other victims claim that Top of the Pops was a centre of abuse involving a number of men
who would procure girls and boys then take them to after parties where they were abused.
Jimmy Savile’s nephew, Guy Marsden, attended parties in London houses in the 70s run
by BBC executives which were attended by politicians, judges, BBC executives, and
celebrities where children as young as 9, mostly from Islington Care Homes, were raped
and tortured.34
The Gill Statue
On the front of the BBC headquarters in London there is a statue depicting a man holding a
naked boy next to his groin. The artist involved, Eric Gill, was a paedophile who abused his
sisters, two daughters and even his dog. It is supposed to represent Shakespeare’s Ariel
and Prospero. There have been calls for it to be removed. Why did the BBC choose such a
grotesque image to front its HQ?
BBC paedophiles include:
 Jimmy Savile [see earlier.]
 BBC Bristol presenter Peter Rowell [also one of Prince Charles ambassadors entrusted
with assessing young people as part of the Prince’s Trust scheme] – jailed for six years
for abusing girls under 16-years old.35
 BBC presenter and predatory paedophile Michael Souter was jailed for 22 years for
sexually abusing seven boys.36
 Chris Denning was jailed for three years for indecent assault on a 13-year old boy and
possession of indecent photographs in 1988.
 An unnamed BBC presenter37 was linked to the Paedophile Information Exchange
(PIE), which is now outlawed. He used a charity (Azimuth Trust) to cover up abuse of
young children on sailing trips. A certain Michael Johnson was later convicted of
abusing boys with him and the case is open regarding the presenter.38 The case is being
re-opened by the police.
 Stuart Hall: famous convicted paedophile. Hall was a very popular TV presenter of ‘It’s
a knockout’ and ‘Jeux Sans Frontières’ shows and a BBC radio football commentator. In
32 London Evening Standard;

Kiran Randhawa, 24 October 2012.
Anorak; 10 March 2013; referring to an article in the Sunday Express.
34 UK Column; ‘Child abuse – the deafening silence of a cover up’, comments, 8 October 2012.
35 BBC News, Bristol; 2 March 2012.
36 Daily Mirror; Anthony Bond, 31 October 2013.
37 Later alleged to be a Clifford Luton. Spotlight; 11 April 2013, comments.
38 Spotlight; 11 April 2013.
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April 2013 he pleaded guilty to indecently assaulting 13 girls aged between 9 and 17
between 1967 and 1986. He was sentenced to 15 months in prison, later increased to 30
months. Further charges followed.
Jonathan King was convicted in 2001 for abusing boys. Between 1965 and 1975 he
appeared on Top of the Pops many times as a performer and was present as a producer
of pop singles. He was involved in many media projects and his series ‘Entertainment
USA’ was aired on BBC 2. He also hosted the BRIT awards for the BBC in 1987.
The actor and writer Chris Langham; convicted under Operation Ore.

There is no point going through reams of data on this matter since I have already covered
it. The point is that all levels of the establishment have been accused, not just of having
child abusers, but of hosting paedophile rings that are protected from on high. This
includes: the BBC, the police forces, the judiciary, the military, the secret services, the
education system, the Catholic Church and more. We haven’t even fully covered the sexual
abuse and murder of children that goes on in care homes or the Catholic Church. A tiny
fraction of this has resulted in convictions of perpetrators.
The same situation exists in many other countries. Those that have been particularly
exposed include: the USA, Canada, Australia, Belgium and the Netherlands.
I will close this section with some choice quotes.
Corruption amongst police forces the length of this country … systemic corruption from
a section of the police at all levels in the operation of all types of crime and involving
officers from professional standards.39
Police corruption is now so rife that radical reform is the only answer.40
After twenty years of scandal and alarm, after numerous inquiries and reports, and
despite the best efforts of those who work in it, we have created an elaborate and
sophisticated failure, a child protection system which does not protect the children.41
During the last 30 years, children’s homes in Britain suffered an epidemic of rape and
violent assault. It was an epidemic that went unnoticed, like a plague that struck dumb
its victims or else blinded those around it.42
We know from court cases and statements made to my team that children in Jersey
care homes were “loaned out” to members of the yachting fraternity and other
prominent citizens on the pretence of recreational trips but during which they were
savagely abused and often raped.43

The effect of lockdowns on children
The sheer amount of damage perpetrated on children through lockdown policies is so
immense as to be unimaginable. There is no doubt, as psychologists have repeatedly
39

Professor John Laird, Baron Laird FRSA of Artigarvan, referring to general police corruption.
Observer, headline, 20 October 2013.
41 The Guardian; Nick Davies, ‘The sheer scale of child sex abuse in Britain’, April 1998.
42 The Guardian; Nick Davies, ‘The sheer scale of child sex abuse in Britain’, April 1998. Aangirfan;
‘Paedophile ring in Prime Minster’s home?’, 24 October 2012.
43 Det. Lenny Harper; Aangirfan; ‘Savile; murdered kids; bankers; mind control’, 20 October 2012.
40 The
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affirmed, that many kids will be damaged for life from what they have suffered. Not a few
children have already paid with their lives through suicide.
The lockdowns were senseless for children because it was established very early on that
they were not at risk from the Covid scam flu. Children rarely caught it, expressed no
symptoms and did not pass it on. Their immune system stopped it in its tracks. Teachers
were therefore at no risk; nor was grandma.
Furthermore, the lockdowns were pointless anyway: the infection rate fell before each
lockdown, so the infection was in decline. In addition the government health authorities
had already stated that Covid was not a serious infectious disease on the 19 March before
lockdowns started.
Social shut down
The effects of a complete social interaction shutdown for two years (on and off) on young
children is unimaginable. Just at the time when they need social interaction for their own
development it was turned off.
One impact was that very young children were unable to learn to speak properly through
lack of peer interaction. My own grandaughter was affected by this. Infants need social
interaction in order to develop in speech.
When the lockdowns were stopped children were presenting at school being unable to tie
their shoelaces, go to the toilet properly, use cutlery, use a pen and much more. The
lockdowns were effectively a social experiment that caused immense harm to childhood
development – which no one in power considered for a second.
But what about play? People were only allowed outside for an hour or two for essential
exercise or shopping. For two years kids were not allowed to play outside and explore their
surroundings. They were not allowed in parks and gardens or the thuggish police would
arrest their parents. They were not even allowed to go on holiday.
Now these restrictions caused much anxiety even to adults, who also struggled with being
under house arrest. But how much damage was inflicted on to young children at a critical
vulnerable time of their lives? Middle class families with large gardens may have made a
good fist of it, but what about families in cramped tower blocks or small homes in seedy
estates?
School closures
This was simply unforgivable, as even Rishi Sunak has declared in a recent Spectator
interview. Why didn’t he resign if he was so opposed to lockdowns in the Cabinet and
forcibly shut down? The resignation of the Chancellor may have even stopped the policy, or
at least championed the sceptic view and boosted the opposition.
As I stated, kids were at no risk from Covid so teachers were safe. There was no reason to
close schools, none at all, but the effect on education development was also immense.
Everyone from infant school to university level was screwed up for two years.
A full discussion of this would take very many pages. It includes such matters as:
 Schools and universities adopted remote (Zoom) conference calls instead of face-toface learning. This has proved to be a disaster causing a severe drop in learning
effectiveness (as predicted).
 Kids developed severe psychological problems; the breadth of this is only now being
discovered. There is now a massive crisis in child mental illness. This is exacerbated by
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the fact that there are insufficient counsellors and no mental health beds available. As a
result kids are simply being sent away with anti-depressants – which is the worst thing
that could happen to them.
Kids that already suffered domestic abuse were trapped in homes with no escape and
suffered worse abuse.
Many poor children relied upon school meals that suddenly disappeared. Many
children went hungry.
Examinations had to become based upon teacher assessment, which led to
inconsistencies in the normal run of results. Exams became degraded.
Many kids were reliant upon extra-curricula clubs and services, which ceased. At the
same time libraries closed, which could have helped children research. Organisations
like the Scouts and Boys Brigade, as well as churches and Sunday schools, also closed,
leaving kids with nothing.

The government took everything away from kids except their access to TV and computers –
the very things they needed escape from.
The very first thing that any altruistic government should have asked when considering a
national lockdown was – what effect will this have on children, the most vulnerable in
society? The government utterly failed (unless it was deliberate). Children were sacrificed
on the altar of supposed medical health protocols.

The effect of facemasks on children
I am currently in a dialysis ward half the week. Every patient around me wears a facemask
and all of them are constantly coughing. They breathe bacteria on the inside of the mask,
which then proliferate. Bacteria from outside the mask also proliferate and are breathed in
through the mask pores. They then grow. A person then breathes this bacterial farm into
their lungs and ‘lo and behold’ they develop respiratory sickness. Who would have thought
it? I don’t wear a mask (despite much protestation) and I am the only one not coughing.
Why did we force such nonsense on to kids that could not catch the Covid flu anyway?
But its not just upper respiratory disease that’s the issue, it is also strep infections,
bacterial pneumonia, immune suppression, hypoxia, and much more. Studies have shown
that the masks contain contaminants. Titanium dioxide, lead and cadmium have been
identified; all of which cause cancer. Kids were threatened with these when they posed no
risk to anybody.
But there are also deep psychological problems involving kids and masks. In the case of
young children, emotional development requires seeing facial expressions. It was proved
that young children started to show signs of distress and anxiety as a result of facemasks.
How could we deprive babies from seeing their mother’s smile?
In fact, the lack of smiling faces is a deep downside to social mask-wearing. It is part of life
that we go outside and smile at each other. A simple smile to a stranger can deeply affect
them for the good. It is how we show love and respect. Depriving people, especially
children, from smiles and laughter is a terrible price to pay.
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Some headlines:
 Study finds children born during lockdown have lost 10 points, impaired cognitive
reasoning.44
 Forcing children to wear masks causes psychological trauma.45
 Mask wearing has left a generation of toddlers struggling with speech and social
skills.46
 Lockdowns drove 60,000 children in UK to clinical depression.47
The natural development of children’s emotional maturation and physical health were
sacrificed on the altar of a national pretend emergency. The powers that be did not care
about damaging children in their pursuit of a prior agenda of control mechanisms.

The vaccine rollout to children
This is only now beginning to become clear to the public as the death toll is making its
mark, but young people have been dying in droves for months. The statistics make it clear
that there is a serious problem. Funeral directors are stating that they are seeing a massive
spike in young people deaths; a level they have never seen before. Recently 100, mostly
young, people were ambulanced to hospitals during a marathon.
The establishment, as usual, has tried to cover this up by manufacturing a new syndrome
(Sudden Adult Death Syndrome) which is meaningless. This correlates to Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome used to explain away the death of infants after vaccination. When a
teenager or adult dies suddenly of a blood clot or heart disease after a vaccine, he is
labelled as SADS and dismissed.
The worst cases appear to be young boys suffering from myocarditis, pericarditis and heart
attacks. This is particularly obvious when a vaccinated person dies suddenly after exerting
themselves in some sporting activity. Hundreds of children and adults have now dropped
dead on football and other pitches. The MHRA are not identifying the age of people
suffering adverse vaccine events so this makes analysis more difficult.
Now the chief point in this is that the vaccines were pointless for young people who were at
no risk of dying from Covid-19 (which is just a flu anyway). Paediatricians, like Ros Jones,
pleaded with the government not to roll out the vaccines to under-25s, but the government
ignored this specialist case. The JCVI also advised against vaccines for young people; but
the government overrode them. Why?
Since the vaccines had known risks right from the vaccine trials onwards, and despite
millions of adverse reactions globally, the government pressured kids into taking a
vaccine48 that had no point but lots of risk. This was a disgrace and someone needs to be
accountable. There was clearly a prior agenda going here that had nothing to do with the
medical interests of children.
Now we have kids dying in droves, as funeral directors are testifying around the world.
Excess deaths in England are up by 1,000 a week and sometimes 1,300. In 2020
44
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(pandemic year) excess deaths were amongst the lowest in the previous century; lower
than every year before 2009.49 Now we have a real death crisis and no one is talking about
it. When this is fully analysed by statisticians we will see what is effectively a genocide of
children caused by the Covid vaccines. And remember, the vaccines are not vaccine but a
gene treatment; they are not properly medically authorised (but a temporary emergency
use licence and the Covid flu was no threat to them in the first place). Children are being
sacrificed on the altar of a prior government agenda.

Entertainment
Modern entertainment represents an attack on the minds of children. It is as simple as
that!
I have explained before how all the aspects of modern entertainment incorporates
messages contrary to God’s law, impure imagery, suggestions for sinful activity, and
statements portrayed as fact that are false.
Essentially the messages are contrary to Christianity and Biblical principles. Therefore,
movies, TV dramas and series often include portraying abortions are normal, fornication
as normal, homosexuality as normal, divorce as normal, promiscuity as normal, violent
behaviour as normal, disrespecting parents as normal, drug abuse as normal, revenge as
normal and so on.
I have shown that even programmes intended for young children are filled with overt and
subliminal messages that are harmful. For example Disney has produced multiple films
that have slightly hidden messages promoting fornication. This includes images showing a
penis hidden within something else or spelling out the word ‘sex’ in puffs of smoke. One
cartoon film even showed a woman’s vulva in a flash shot, which many a kid paused.
Beyond this are multiple messages in programmes that promote narcissism, pride,
rebellion, selfishness, following your heart (contrary to common sense), anger against
enemies, revenge against enemies, denigration of good things (e.g. churches, Christians,
traditionalists) and a host of other things.
The levels of graphic violence in movies is now beyond belief. Taking matters into your
own hands and killing a load of people for some affront is considered a virtue. Taking
drugs of all sorts is commonplace and often shown to be done by successful people.
Cocaine is considered to be perfectly acceptable. Trashing others in order to get to the top
of the pile is viewed as an effective strategy. Lying is also portrayed as a route to success.
Essentially, Hollywood pushes all the sins of society.
Occultism is shown to be a normal behaviour and sometimes as an effective means to
achieve something. In fact, Hollywood itself is based upon witchcraft, hence the name
‘Holly Wood’, an artefact of witchcraft. Demons are shown to be corporeal and something
to be feared or worshipped. Divination is shown to be effective. Magic is portrayed as fun.
One of the most popular and profitable franchises in movies is the Harry Potter series –
based on a school for child witches.
Women are objectified, pushing a body image on to the minds of young girls that is often
unattainable. This leads to depression in young girls that do not have a bigger chest or
49
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buttocks or lips. Some girls will go on to get surgery to correct this ‘failure’. This surgery
may then result in physiological problems in the future.
In many cases the entertainment is just sheer dross. This leads kids to feast on a plethora
of simply dumbed-down, simplistic, poorly produced fare that reduces their IQ. I have
been shocked to see what young people consider as good films when they are: badly
written, badly acted, badly produced, and push a simplistic, shoddy, trashy subject matter.
Then there is the Woke problem. Movies are made with problematic diversity casting or
anachronistic subject matter in order to be politically correct or fulfil diversity quotas to
satisfy Intersectional and multicultural agendas. I have explained this before using the
example of a Black woman portraying Anne Boleyn as a classic example. Modern kids now
cannot even see that this is a problem.
The new Amazon production of the Lord of Rings is a case in point. So far this has shown
good writing, good production values and an interesting plot with some good characters;
especially Galadriel. Yet it is full of diversity casting that has nothing to do with the ethos
of the story; you feel you are being subjected to a political agenda just watching it. The
story is obviously set in a historic northern European setting, essentially medieval. The
characters are straight out of Scandinavian, northern European mythology including
dwarves, druid-like wizards and elves. This would have been an era where no one would
have ever seen a Black person, or very unlikely at least. But here we have multiple Black
characters: Black elves, African-Caribbean dwarfs and more. The obvious political push
ruins the narrative. This has nothing to do with equality; it is Wokeness gone mad. The
political left would never allow a film to be made about Nelson Mandela with a White
person in the lead. This is an aesthetic war.
It is this sort of thing, which becomes normal to young children so they just accept lies
about history or mythology. It represents perversion of truth so that kids have a false
foundation in life. This is planet Woke and it is an aberration.
The whole entertainment industry is sacrificing children on the altar of aesthetic oblivion
and worse.

The general education system
In fulfilment of the Elite plan for over 100 years, such as by Cultural Marxists and others,
the education systems have been almost completely taken over by people committed to a
Socialist, Progressive agenda; in many cases by outright Marxists. Some areas are more
dominated than others (such as the Humanities, media, politics, history, social science)
while some are less affected (such as Maths and technical subjects).
The net effect of this has been to dumb-down students in general and to twist the teaching
of certain subjects away from the traditional historic method. So, for instance, the state
school teaching of history bears no resemblance to the way I was taught in the 60s. The
subject matter is very narrow, mostly restricted to the modern era and heavily focused on a
skewed and limited interpretation of WWII. Nothing about the vital events that established
Common Law or civilian liberties, such as Alfred the Great, Magna Carta, Renaissance
philosophy, the Reformation, the English Civil War, the Bill of Rights and the Glorious
Revolution. Nothing about the appalling consequences of dictatorial governments, such as
that of Henry VIII, the Peasants Revolt (1381) or the Stuarts.
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Any teaching on the value of Christianity in building the foundations of society is
completely avoided. No mention of Christians founding the first schools, hospitals,
universities, orphanages and so on. No mention that it was Christians that caused the
abolition of slavery (but lots of mentions of Christians being slave traders). No mention
that Christians effected social reforms to help children and industrial workers. No mention
of Christians founding the first garden villages and suburbs with a healthy environment for
factory workers.
The philosophy of modern education is to produce compliant, unquestioning citizens. This
involves literally dumbing-down pupils, reducing the quality of examinations, focusing on
children’s rights and completely ignoring their responsibilities, avoiding any discipline to
ensure proper concentration and filling children’s heads with Elite propaganda; such as
that Evolution is established as a fact, ancient men were cave dweller hunter-gatherers,
Climate Change caused by man is a fact, White people are privileged and colonialism is a
social problem. Anyone disputing the narrative is castigated as a conspiracy theorist or
nutter.
The result is now at least two generations of kids that cannot think critically (unless they
had a private education). Kids that hold such social narratives cannot cope with that
narrative being questioned. They either collapse in a heap of tears when it is questioned or
retaliate with venom and hatred. They are so programmed that this narrative forms their
social security and questioning it threatens their whole paradigm for life.
These are the kids that know nothing about carbon dioxide and its wonderful benefits to
the world and that more of it is beneficial. Instead they glue themselves to a motorway to
stop the flow of cars because they want to terminate CO2 caused by man (even though
Britain’s contribution to global CO2 is less than 1% and no one has ever proved that manmade CO2 created an increase in global temperature).
But it is even worse. The education system (like other aspects of the establishment) is now
dominated by Common Purpose graduates. Common Purpose is a charitable organisation,
funded by the government, that trains and conditions adult students to be qualified leaders
for a common purpose. This purpose is actually the plan of the global Elite as expressed in
it various manifestations: the Great Reset, the New World Order, the Green New Deal,
Agenda 2030, the Fourth Industrial Revolution, and so on. It is to effect the growth of a
totalitarian fascist state whereby the rich globalists rule over the poor serfs (us) in a
reduced, heavily controlled society. Common Purpose teachers and headmasters dominate
the school system and you can see Common Purpose posters and notices on school notice
boards.
So children are being conditioned by Socialists, Marxists and Common Purpose graduates
and filled with propaganda and lies in order to be compliant unquestioning drones in a
controlled society. Children’s brains are so moulded that they react badly against anyone
questioning this agenda.
The point for this paper is that children’s intellects, emotions, will and thinking processes
have been captured by forces that seek to dominate society. Kid’s brains have been
sacrificed on the altar of political control.
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The current Global Elite agenda for sex education
I mentioned in a previous paper that there is a new school curriculum in Wales based upon
recommendations from the UN and the WHO regarding sex education. This teaches kids,
with graphic images, blatant sexualisation down to the age of zero. It is shocking in its
policies recommended for use. We need to unpack this in more detail.
WHO Collaborating Centre for Sexual and Reproductive Health
Standards for sexuality education
The concept is for holistic sexuality education. It provides practical guidelines for
preparing education curricula.
This then leads to a pdf file: WHO Regional Office for Europe and BZgA.50
Standards for sexuality education in Europe.
Observations
FOR 0-3 YEARS OLD
 Children’s sexual development starts at birth.
 Development involves sensing and touching genitals.
2-3 YEARS OLD
 Enjoy your own body.
 They show their genitals to other children AND ADULTS.
 They touch their genitals to feel good.
4-6 YEARS OLD
 They explore their own and other’s bodies.
7-9 YEARS OLD
 They fantasise about being in love with someone of the same sex.
10-15 YEARS OLD
 They become more interested in adult sexuality.
 They fantasise about sexuality.
12-15 YEARS OLD
 Masturbation increases.
Sexuality education matrix (select items)
0-4
 A positive body image and self-image, self-esteem.
 Appreciation of their own body.
 Respect for gender equality.
 Pleasure when touching one’s own body.
 Early childhood masturbation.
 Different types of love.
 Say yes/no.
 Different kinds of relationship.
50 Federal
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Good and bad experiences of your body. What feels good? You do not have to comply.
Trust their instincts.
The right to explore gender identities.
The right to explore nakedness.

4-6
 Early childhood masturbation.
 Appropriate sexual language.
 Sexual feelings.
 Talk about sexual matters.
 Consolidate their gender identity.
 Love towards people of the same-sex.
 Same-sex relationships.
 Different concepts of family.
 Acceptance of diversity.
 You do not always have to comply (when do you have to comply then?).
 Awareness of their rights.
 Gender differences.
 All feelings are OK.
6-9
 A positive gender identity.
 Choices about pregnancy, infertility and parenthood.
 Contraception.
 Sex in the media and Internet.
 Sexual intercourse.
 Love towards people of the same sex.
 Sexual diseases.
 Sexual violence and aggression.
 Trust their instincts.
 The right of self-expression.
 Abuse.
 Gender roles.
9-12
 Different types of contraception.
 Use condoms effectively.
 Firsts sexual experience.
 Gender orientation.
 Variability of sexual behaviour.
 Differences between gender identity and biological sex.
9-12
 Risks of unsafe sex.
 Sexual rights.
 Influence of pornography.
12-15
 Body modification.
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Obtain contraceptives.
Sexual arousal.
Gender identity, coming out.
Sexual abuse.
Recognising an STI.

15+
 Pregnancy in sane-sex relationships.
 Transactional sex (prostitution).
 Sexual violence.
 Right to an abortion.
Observations of this document
This document completely erodes parental responsibility regarding the upbringing of
children. It is effectively grooming for paedophiles. It also removes innocent childhood and
introduces kids to adulthood far too early.
The reason for this policy emanating from central Elite organisations is to pervert and
corrupt teenagers, children and infants. By doing this it pollutes every generation and
turns them into sexual deviants, psychological misfits and sexual predators that eventually
become world leaders. This turns future generations of national chiefs into satanic pawns,
besotted with impurity and selfishness. It also sets leaders up for blackmail when
perverted actions get filmed and used against them (a favourite secret services ploy).
The corruption of children is a favourite tool for the satanic Elite because it oppresses the
heart of God’s creation. Man is the crown of creation intended to have stewardship over the
Earth with a responsibility to God to treat it carefully. Children are a gift from God to men
and women and so represent the heart of God’s creation – the beginning of a new
generation of servants of God. To pervert these young ones is to threaten the very centre of
God’s purposes.
The strategy is also an attack on the concept of the Biblical family. It mostly leaves parents
out of the equation and centres on the sexual rights of young kids. Like the UN document,
it affirms that there are various kinds of families, such as homosexual parents with
children. This is part of the historic attack on the family as part of an attack on the basic
laws of God for society.
What is shocking is that apart from a few, largely female, activist groups (such as one in
Wales),51 plus a few alternative news channels, no one in the media or culture is expressing
any shock about this. This is so obviously an appalling policy that will generate child abuse
and groom kids for paedophiles that it beggars belief so few are upset and angry.
United Nations, International technical guidance on sexual education
This includes the UNESCO Education Centre and The Global Education 2030 Agenda. It
lays out the UN’s ‘Comprehensive sexuality education’ (CSE).
A few statements from this long document include:
 Sexual education does not increase sexual activity.
 Sexual education has positive effects.
 There are many kinds of families.
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As children grow up they develop their own values which may differ from their parents.
Kids must question social and cultural norms that impact sexual behaviour.
Its important to know the difference between biological sex and gender.
Homophobia and Transphobia are harmful.
Gender stereotypes lead to violence.
[For 5-8-year olds] People show love to each other by touching and intimacy, including
sexual behaviour.

These are but two documents arising from the Elite to train schools how to pervert
children. Much of the base data emanates from the wicked Kinsey Institute that originated
with a paedophile fornicator. This even encourages children to avoid teenage pregnancy by
having anal sex.
This represents the sacrifice of children on the altar of sexuality, fornication and
selfishness. It also sacrifices their childhood and natural development without being
subjected to indecent matters for their age.

Conclusion
Historic moments of increased satanic power often involves periods of child sacrifice.
Where some demonic agenda is allowed to creep into prominence then there is a
concomitant attack on children. This is because the satanic attack on God and all things
godly includes targeting children whom God cares for.
We are currently in a period of intense demonic activity, within a period following the
release of Satan from his bonds that occurred in the beginning of the 19 th century. The
satanic strategy for the end is coming to a head of steam, chiefly directed at destroying
Christianity and establishing a world empire under fascist control. The attacks on all things
good includes an onslaught against children. This takes multiple forms to ensure causing
harm in a variety of ways: psychological, physical, emotional, religious, and so on.
Christians need to take a stand to protect children wherever possible and also expose the
pure evil that is being perpetrated against them.
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